
 

  
 
Listening to Ourselves to Hear Others Better 
by Rebecca Shafir, author of The Zen of Listening: Mindful Communication in the Age 
of Distraction 
 
 Flipping through the pages of my local newspaper one day, I paused at a familiar 
landmark – the Dear Abby column.  As I entered the lives of the bewildered and 
misunderstood, desperate for the words that would set straight a disgruntled spouse or an 
overbearing sister-in-law, I broke out in a cold sweat. It was a request by an anonymous 
female writer to an anonymous reader, to stop giving advice. The ghostwriter pleaded 
with a special someone to “just listen” but even more to “listen to herself.” 
 
 Could this letter have been written for me? As the oldest of five children, 
consultant, therapist and ever-prodding wife, advice was the hallmark of my existence. In 
fact, as the prime motivator of patients, students, siblings and spouses for over 40 years, 
could that be me she was reprimanding? That letter was the epiphany that made me 
realize that before we can truly listen to others, we need to start listening to ourselves. It 
made clear to me why so many friends my age avoid visiting their parents for any length 
of time because all they will hear from dawn to dusk is advice. I now understood why 
many teenagers would rather hang out with their friends or join a gang. A request to stop 
giving advice may be what a spouse means when he or she asks for ‘respect’ in a 
relationship. 
 
 When “should” is the word most uttered in the home, we tune out. Advice-giving 
undermines the attempts of others to solve their own problems; it makes them feel 
incapable and inadequate. This is not to imply that an occasional helpful suggestion or a 
caring inquiry is to be avoided. Instead, I am referring to the incessant, unrequested 
declarations from people who feel they know better than us how to choose a spouse, a 
vocation or wallpaper. 
 
 Listen carefully to your words. Ironically, it is with the best of intentions that we 
offer up our life experiences for others to learn by. After all, we don’t want them to make 
the same mistakes we did! Sadly, however, more of the time this kind of logic backfires. 
So, the next time, before these “jewels of wisdom” spill from your lips, think about how 
they might be perceived.  Who is our conversational partner at the moment? What do 
they need right now?  This is mindful, compassionate listening. Forget yourself for a few 
minutes and get into their movie. Picture yourself at the movies.  Notice how you’re 
transfixed by the characters, their feelings and dilemmas. You’d never think of 
interrupting. You’re not thinking of your mistakes in the past or planning what you’re 



going to say next. You’re simply observing in the present tense. You’ve conveniently 
forgotten yourself and your personal soap operas. The way you listen at the movies is 
exactly how we’d all like to be listened to. 
 
 When you resolve to start listening to yourself, think of someone you like to be 
around. These are the people who accept your experience. They may not necessarily 
agree with you, but they don’t deny your frustration, happiness or anger. They are the 
ones who give us the freedom to think between sentences. They don’t mind a few 
seconds of silence. In fact, we reveal our true feelings to them because they let us get to 
the depth of our concerns. Sometimes, we exclaim mid-sentence, “I can’t believe I’m 
telling you all of this,” or “I feel like you’re my shrink!” I love it when people say this to 
me. Because, when I see the look of relief and appreciation on their faces, it makes me 
glad that I kept my advice to myself.    
 
 
  


